2008 Reading Lists:
HTS Year 3: Brett Steele, term 2

This reading list has been given to the library by a unit tutor or is compiled from the 2007/8 Course Booklet. We have placed the list on the internet in the form that we received it. Please note that the library does not necessarily hold all the books included on this reading list and that only a percentage of items may be held on the unit Programme Shelf. For location details please consult the library catalogue.


Robin Evans (1997) ‘Translations from drawing to building’

Peter Eisenman (1971) ‘Notes on Conceptual Architecture: Towards a Definition’

Sol Lewitt, ‘Paragraphs on Conceptual Art’
in Artforum June 1967 – see photocopy in folder

in Learning from Las Vegas (Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press) p.3-72

Thoms De Zengotita (2005) ‘Learning to Love the Blob’
in Mediated: how the media shape your world (London: Bloomsbury Publishing), p.13-32


in SMLXL (Rotterdam:: 010), p.xix

in No Stop City Archizoom (Orleans: HYX), pp.139-155